VVA GROUP TOURS

FLY THE WHITE MOUNTAINS, FLY VVA!
www.flyvva.com
Looking for a unique group activity? We offer amazing experiences that will leave your
group in AWE! Climb onboard our luxurious helicopters equipped with Bose headsets,
leather seats and bubble windows to enjoy an unforgettable view of the White Mountains.
Our helicopter tours will take you to a bird’s eye view of the highest peaks of the
Presidential Range along with the historic Mt Washington Hotel, the Cog Railway the
famous weather observatory of Mt Washington and many other amazing sightseeing
White Mountain has to offer.

Choose from one of our amazing adventure tours or build your own unique tour. .Simply
choose how long you want to fly and we will show you the amazing sightseeing available
in that time.
Looking for a unique group activity? We offer amazing experiences that will leave your
group in AWE of what they just did.
VVA offers an array of unique and amazing VIP group activities. With an experienced
team on hand we will be with you every step of the way, from first contact to the event day
itself. Our goal is to ensure that your group will be awe struck by the whole day!
Feel confident in choosing our company, plan your group activities and your budget is
maintained.
*WEIGHT RESTRICTION APPLY.
** TOURS CAN BE MODIFY OR CANCEL DUE TO WEATHER AND OR ACT OF GOD.

Vertical Ventures Aviation, 5 Airport Rd, Whitefield NH (885 435 9882) www.flyvva.com
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VVA Group Helicopter Tours can be arranged to meet groups specifics needs.
Our group scenic flights can vary from a quick 6 minutes helicopter experience all the
way to one hour or more flight time.
Rate per passengers can be as low as $45 per ticket.
On the busiest season, our helicopters and experienced pilots will safely give the
possibility even for groups of 30 or more people to experience an amazing flight in the
White Mountains without the annoying wait!
On our VVA center, groups are welcome to our gift shop and coffee shop. Wi-Fi internet
connection will also be available.
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